Take Your Business Global in 10
Easy Steps

www.mauvegroup.com

About Mauve Group
- Leading provider of Global Mobility Business Solutions and Consultancy Services.
- Established in 1996; organisation spans 4 continents and more than 50 countries worldwide.
- Mauve Group has expanded its own operations via regional centres/hubs- for e.g., our UAE based company MTI
acts as our Middle Eastern hub for Qatar, Saudi Arabia etc.
- Expanding our own business has given first-hand knowledge on complexities of globalisation- and helped us find
solutions for our clients.
- Global business expansion is just one of Mauve’s many global services- for further information, head to
www.mauvegroup.com

Why do you think businesses
decide to globalise?

Getting your globalisation plans off the ground:
Why go global?
• It’s easier than ever!
• Take advantage of the freelance/gig economy and attract global talent- communicating with and hiring
employees or contractors is around the world quicker, easier and cheaper than ever.
• Markets are homogenizing- demand for your products all over the world rather than restricted to certain
markets.
• Beat the competition- there are more SMEs than ever before, and many home markets are over-saturated;
important not to neglect overseas locations that may have a market for your product.
• Increase credibility.
• Minimise costs- access to cheaper staff, lower production costs, lower business rates- depending on the product
and location.

Step 1 - Decide where you want to grow:
• Don’t just answer the question “Where do you want to grow?” with “everywhere!”
• Consider your long-term business goals.
• Choose the location that offers the best strategic advantage.
• Research extensively.
• Create a map that literally plots your pathway to global coverage.
• Consider questions like:
1. Does it offer the best opportunity for profit?
2. Does it have the largest customer base?
3. Will it enable you to establish a strategic regional hub?
4. Is there a country neighbouring your prime marketplace with good trade connections and cheaper
overheads?

Step 2 - Research your target market:
• Become an expert on your chosen location and understand its context fully.
• Consider:
- Current economic/socio-political conditions
- Customer base

- Competitors
- Demand for product

• Carry out a PESTLE and/or SWOT analysis:
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S ocial
T echnological
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T hreats

• How do the locals do business? Network and set up meetings with potential local partners.

Step 3 - Look at your business now,
can you afford the operational impact?
Audit your business and its current performance; will global expansion plans detract from your core business?
Ask yourself questions like:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Who are my current customers?
What is my profit/turnover?
How many employees do I employ? Is this enough?
Are my current logistical and operational arrangements logical and effective?
Are workloads currently manageable?
What is my brand reputation locally and abroad?
Is my product required in my target location? Product niche, strengths and weaknesses, positioning.

Any significant impact should be covered by robust contingency plans:
- potential cost-saving measures
- employment of new internal staff/external partners to ease workload
- advice from global mobility experts to optimize resources, e.g. trade and investment bureaus, law firms,
taxation advisors, banks, insurers, HR consultants.

Step 4 – Consider the timescales:
- Will vary dependent on location and route; must be factored into planning.
For e.g., consider timeframes for entity set-up, immigration, office and accommodation search, service level
agreement set up, bank account set up, foreign exchange arrangements, expat employee settling in periods- along
with anything business-specific.

Step 5 – Complete a cost analysis:
Simply; can you afford to do this?
- What is the best-value route available?
- How much will increased demand and production levels cost you?
- Weigh up these costs against profit potential:
If Potential Profit > Potential Cost Outlay = Likely Global Success, then you’re good to go!
 Never an exact science due to unexpected costs- but very important to appreciate the financial scale of your
plans. Expect the unexpected!

Step 6 – Explore financial/banking requirements:
• Put tight financial processes in place throughout your business to maximize profits.
• How can you bank locally?
 Is your current bank operational in your target country?
 Are you able to open a local account?
 Will you need to source a new local bank?
• Consider bank and foreign exchange charges for any cross-border financial transactions- FX company may be
able to minimize fees and speed up payment times.
• Do more research with a financial focus to find the best products for your business.
• Check finance and taxation legalities to avoid fines and local blacklisting.

Step 7 – Familiarise yourself with the law:
• Ensure that your plans comply to the letter of the law- vital to avoid being blacklisted from operating in that
country.
• Don’t assume! Laws may differ from those of your home country.
• Seeking professional advice is highly encouraged.
• Compliance is not an area to economize on! The penalties for non-compliance can be huge and disabling to a
newly-established business.
• Carefully research local legal partners- take recommendations from trusted sources and put watertight SLAs in
place.
• Cover off tax, labour and immigration laws as well as import and export regulations.

Step 8 – Manage your personnel effectively:
• Can existing staff manage an additional, remote workload?
• Language or cultural barriers?
• Do you need to expatriate your staff? Consider local immigration requirements:
 Work permits/business visas?
 Factor in the worker’s job role, length of assignment, location of work, requirement for residency and
multiple re-entries.
 Bear in mind even short-term assignments and training visits may require visas/permits.
• Hire of local staff- is labour cheap or talented in a certain area? Do you need a local representative?
• How can you smooth the transition for new/existing workers?
 Translation assistance
 Cultural awareness training
 Relocation and arrival services
 Read more about relocation and employee productivity here: https://goo.gl/wkEann

Step 9 – Choose the right type of entity:
Does your organization need to be on-the-ground?
Is there an alternative you can use to ‘test the waters’ first?
Can you operate solely digitally?
Setting up your own entity
Many different types of local in-country entities with varying benefits, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

LLC / LTDs (Limited Liability Company)
PLC (Public Limited Company)
Joint Venture
Registered Office for Tax
Branch
Subsidiary
cont...

Step 9 continued:
Consider:
- Which option is available to you locally?
- Which best suits the scope of your operations?
How can a 3rd Party Global Expansion and Mobility organisation help?
- Guidance and advice on a range of topics.
- Extensive experience through their own global network of offices.
- Professional Employment Outsourcing (PEO) /Employer of Record (EoR) or Co-Employment Services- outsource
employment of your staff overseas while retaining control over your employee’s day-to-day activities.
- Provision of one or all of the following services:
Payroll
HR
Compliance
Legal

Banking
Visa and Immigration
Relocation and Destination Services
Company Set-Up

Project Management
Consultancy
Contract Support
Risk Assessment

Step 10 – Employ external partners, consultants
and support:
Types of external support available:
• Local business networking groups and events
• International industry governing bodies/groups such as SHRM, WERC, Expat Academy etc.
• Local partners such as lawyers, accountants, recruiters etc. Important factors to consider:
- Specialism
- Reputation/trustworthiness
- Credentials; any supporting references or accreditations?
- SLAs
• Trade and Investment Bureau in your home-country
• Government departments for business in your target country
• 3rd Party Global Expansion and Mobility organisations.

Summary:
• Step 1 - Decide where you want to grow
• Step 2 - Research your target market
• Step 3 - Look at your business now – can you afford the operational impact?
• Step 4 - Consider the timescales
• Step 5 - Complete a cost analysis
• Step 6 - Explore financial/banking requirements
• Step 7 - Familiarise yourself with the law
• Step 8 - Manage your personnel effectively
• Step 9 - Choose the right type of entity
• Step 10 - Employ external partners, consultants and support
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Why use Mauve…
•Global presence spanning all continents
•Solid international infrastructure and operations
•Continuous worldwide assessment of industry demands
•Strategic international alliances
•Adaptable service model
Whether you’re testing new markets, managing a short term project or simply placing individuals in a
country, our Global Employment Solution provides the ideal vehicle. Taking advantage of Mauve’s
services means companies can focus on their core business and have peace of mind that their
overseas employment operations will be handled in a professional, efficient and cost effective manner.

Compliant… Effective… Affordable

